
Felicia Tunic

Summary
※Note: Like most Japanese patterns, stitch counts given here for foundation chains do not include any chain sts 
needed for turning posts.

Tunic: Work foundation chain to begin back, then work back in pattern stitch. Work another identical piece for front.

Finishing: Seam sides with chain seam (alternating chain st and slip st as needed to maintain pattern). Work edging 
A in the round at hem. Work edging along armholes and neckline in the round, working sc at armholes and edging B 
at back & front neckline. Crochet 4 ties for straps, then fasten to body on inside where indicated.

Abbreviations:
ch = chain
rep = pattern repeat(s)
sc = single crochet (US)
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Suggested yarn:
• Pierrot Yarns Keito-Zakka Stores Felicia [58% linen, 26% rayon, 16% cotton; 164 yds/150m per 
  1.76 oz./50g skein]; color #04 tea rose, 6 skeins [265g]

Tools/Notions:
• 3.0mm (approx. US C or D) crochet hook or size necessary to achieve gauge

Finished measurements:
• bust 88cm/34.65"
• back length 50cm/19.69"

Gauge:
• pattern stitch: 3 pattern repeats = 11cm/4.33", and 12 rows = 10cm/4"

Gauge may vary according to individual crochet style. Change hook size if necessary to achieve gauge. Alternatively, 
rework pattern with your own gauge measurements.
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